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ANNE FRANK
THE DIARY OF A YOUNG GIRL
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY ELEANOR ROOSEVELT
Diary of Anne Frank

Adapted from the original text, Anne Frank: A Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank, Scholastic Books
Anne Frank is a girl.

Anne’s birthday is TODAY.

Anne’s present is a diary.

Anne writes in her diary.

Adapted from the original text, Anne Frank: A Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank, Scholastic Books
Anne writes about her family and friends.

Anne’s family is JEWISH.

Jewish people wear a yellow star.
Bad people do bad things to Jewish people.

The bad people are called Nazi.
Adapted from the original text, Anne Frank: A Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank, Scholastic Books
July 1, 1942 – July 10, 1942

Anne’s family leaves their home.

Anne’s family hides in a secret place.
Anne is sad.

Anne cannot go outside.

A new family come to hide with Anne's family.
Anne is scared.

Anne hides from bad people.
Anne writes in her diary.

Anne reads and does math.
Anne is scared.

Anne’s father gets sick and Anne cries.

Anne’s father feels better.

Anne is happy.
Anne is hungry.

There is little food.

People are fighting.

Anne is scared.
Peter is a boy who hides with Anne's family.

Anne likes to talk to Peter.
Anne wants to have fun.

Anne's family is sad.

Jewish people are getting hurt.
Anne is lonely.

Anne writes in her diary.

Writing makes Anne feel happy.

Anne likes seeing Peter.
Peter likes Anne.

Anne likes Peter.

Anne and Peter are good friends.

Anne is growing up.
April 14, 1944 - August 1, 1944

Peter kisses Anne.

Anne is happy.

Anne's father is mad.
Anne does not want to hide.

Anne's family does not want to hide.

Anne writes in her diary for the last time.
the end